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Warframe neptune spy

See more latest updates: 2020/10/05 - Damos Mind: Hotfix 29.2.1 New content marked in red. This article provides a list of all quests available in Warframe, how to unlock them, and tips on what to get from these quests. The information in this article is based on the PC build of Warframe, and some quests may not be available in console builds. General Tip:
When you unlock a quest, you can launch it from the Codex &gt; Quests tab and press BEGIN in the UI. Once a quest has started, we recommend that you do not change the active quest until it is completed. Most quests can't be played after completion. There are few exceptions below, but replays are for traditional purposes only, and completing the quest
again does not re-reward the quest. Once the quest is complete, you can re-acquire Quest Rewards from Cephalon Chipmunks in the standings relay. Most quests will be unlocked by junction completion. The first quest of Vor's awards when starting a war frame as a new player. When you complete a quest, most of the playership segments will be unlocked.
If you skip this quest when the quest system is introduced, it is thought to be completed, and future quest unlock Saya's Vigil Quest will be unlocked by completing Vor's Prize, reach Master Rank 1, complete the bounty from Cetus on the plains of Aidron, and talk to Cons about personal favors. Then you will be instructed to speak with Saya of Setus (don't go
to the plains of Aidron), and if you do, you will get a quest. If you skip a Vor prize when the quest system is first introduced, the quest is considered completed on the server side and does not affect the function of unlocking the quest. Quests will award you with a gala blueprint. A blueprint for the parts of the gala is obtained from the Bounty of the Aidron
Plains. Quests can only be played in solo mode, not in co-ops. If you sell the Gala War frame you made, after completing the quest, you can get additional gala blueprints from Cephalon Chipmulis offer in relays for 100,000 ranks. If a player purchases a Gala War Frame from the Platinum market before completing the quest for the first time, they will receive
a veiled Reventod upon completion of the quest along with the Gala Blueprint through the in-game inbox. Quests start automatically the first time a Vox Solaris player visits Fortuna on Venus. To view and access Fortuna, the player must complete the Unda node in front of Fortuna. Upon completion of the quest, reward the player with the K Drive Launcher
gear item on the quest completion screen, complete the quest, and receive a garoo double print separately from Udico via Inbox Email. The reward for the K-Drive Launcher is not the blueprint, but the gear item. You don't need to make any items to equip.After completing the quest, you will be on your gear wheel. The K Drive Launcher is a gear item to
summon a K drive, not a real K drive (you need to get/craft it outside of quests). K Drive Launcher summons basic Bondi K drives that can be used without owning a K drive and cannot be changed. Garuda parts blueprints are not part of quest rewards and can be obtained by completing The Fortuna/Orb Varys Bounty Mission. If you sell the Garuda War
frame you made, after completing the quest, you can get additional garoo double prints from Cephalon Chipmulis offer in relays for 100,000 standings.  To complete the quest, you must unlock some of fortuna merchants. Deadlock Protocol Quest has completed the Vox Solaris quest that precedes it, which can be accessed from Codex if you are Mastery
Rank 4 or higher. When you complete a quest, they reward players with Xoris Glaive weapons that collect and make blueprints/parts in the quest. When they complete the quest for the first time, they will also be rewarded with Protea blueprints and Granum Void capture scenes. Protea part blueprints are not part of Quest Rewards and are obtained from
Granham Void, a special location that can only be accessed from a corpus shipment tile set. If a player purchases a Protea War frame from the Platinum Market before completing the quest for the first time, a veiled rifle Libenmod will appear when the quest is completed through the in-game inbox. Deadlock Protocol Quests can be played when completed
from Codex, but quest rewards will not be earned again if you complete the quest again. If you sold Xoris you got from quests, you can get additional Xoris blueprints from cephalon chipmunk offers in relays for 100,000 ranks, parts for 15,000 ranks each after completing the quest. If you sell the Protea War frame you made, after completing the quest, you can
get additional Protea blueprints from Cephalon Chipmulis offer in relays for 100,000 ranks. Deimos Center Quests can be accessed from Codex by completing Mars Junction on Earth and having access to the Cambion Drift Open World Node. This quest can only be played in solo mode. When you complete a quest for the first time, you will reward players
with Xaku Blueprints and Deimos Nekrask Capture scenes. Blueprints for Xaku parts are obtained from the Cambion Drift Bounty Mission. If a player purchases an Xaku Warframe from the Platinum Market before completing the quest for the first time, a veiled shotgun Reven Mod will arrive when the quest is completed through the in-game inbox. If you sell
the Xaku Warframe you madeXaku Blueprint from Cephalon Chipmunkis offered in relays for 50,000 standings after completing quests. The howl of the Kublow Quest is unlocked by completing the junction from Venus to Mercury. This quest allows you to create your very first Kubrow! You will then need to find a cublow egg by destroying the cblowdens
found in the Earth Forest tile set. You can also buy it for platinum. Once you've earned your eggs, you'll also need to get an incubator power core. It can be obtained as a finished product through the market or in the form of a blueprint to make in your foundry. You can also get an incubator power core when you complete a Mars junction for the first time. If
Kublow waits for maturity, incubating and hatching eggs will not advance his quest. Kubrow can be matured instantly in the incubator segment by clicking the button. Finally, you will receive a Nai-Zhen color that allows you to take your crow to a normal mission (once you get it, the collar will automatically attach to the kubrow in use). Quest progressions
specifically require Kubrows, and other pets (such as Kavats) do not count as quests progress. Once awakened quests are unlocked by completing junctions from Venus to Mercury. Upon completion of the quest, you will be awarded with a Melt Impact MOD (not Quest Exclusive) and Heat Sword Blueprint Heat Sword Blueprints can also be purchased from
Nightwave Awarding. Archewing Quests are unlocked by completing junctions from Earth to Mars. Complete quests and award you with Odnata Arch Wings and 2 Arch Wing weapons (Imperator and Bellitou). Once you complete the quest, you will be able to use your arch wings with normal arch wing missions, and underwater levels. The resources required
to make odnata parts are not obtained through the progress of the quest, but must be obtained by yourself. Early completion of this quest is recommended because many quests, missions, and events require access to the Arch Wing. If you sell Odonata Arch Wings, Imperators and Beritas you've made, you can get additional blueprints for these equipment
from Cephalon Chipmulis, which offers in relays for the following costs: Odonata Blueprints: 100,000 Standings of Odnata Parts Blueprints : 50,000 Standing Each Imperator Blueprint: 100,000 Standing Beritou Blueprints: 100,000 Standing Man of All Lansevo Quests will be awarded to you with an Exilus adapter and 1 Clem Clone Blueprint. Clem Clone
Blueprints cannot be reused. To build more Clem clones, you need to obtain additional blueprints. They can be obtained by completing missions to help Clem, who can be accessed by talking with Darbo in the relay (only once every 7 days) after completing the quest.Dreams Quest is unlocked by completing junctions from Mars to Phobos. Upon completion
of the quest, you will be awarded with Eterdagar Blueprint and Orokin Catalyst Blueprint. After completing the quest, you will receive additional Ether Daggers blueprints from Cephalon Chipmunks, which provides 100,000 standings in the relay. The Rinbo theorem Quests are unlocked by completing junctions from Jupiter to Europe, and quests are unlocked
and made available in Codex. You will also need an arch to play some of the quest missions. As of Update 21, the Rinbo Theorem Excavation Mission guarantees one of the blueprints at the end of the 3 extractors as a reward for the end of the mission. Upon completion of the quest, you will be awarded with a blueprint (Rinbo Neurosis, System, Chassis) of
the Combo component. You can make a corbo after completing a quest by purchasing a corbo blueprint from the market. If you sell the rinbo war frame you made, after completing the quest, you can get additional corbo parts blueprints from sepon chipmunks offered in relays for 50,000 ranks each. New weird quests are unlocked by completing junction tasks
from Jupiter to Europe. When you complete the quest, you will receive a prize with chroma blueprints. Blueprints for chroma parts are rewarded as junction rewards and are not part of quest rewards: Neurostallive Blueprints: Uranus Junctions in Saturn Chassis: Nebuto Junctions in the Uranus System: Neonto Junctions of Neonto If you sell chroma war
frames made by you You can get a blueprint of additional chroma blueprints and chroma parts from Cephalon Simal: Chroma Blueprint: 100,000 Standing Chroma Parts Blueprint: 50,000 Standings New Weird Quests can be played when completed with Codex, but once you complete the quest again, It doesn't give you quest rewards again. Natalquest is
Mastery Rank 3 and is unlocked by scanning the centimeter oculist found throughout the solar system (reports frequently show Oculyst sightings in underwater laboratories). Upon completion of the quest, you will be awarded with the Exilus adapter and players will be able to purchase a blueprint for the Exilus adapter from Cephalon Chipmus. The second
dream quest will be unlocked by completing the junction from Uranus to Ne nebulust and completing the Natal quest. Quest Rewards include: Broken War Focus System Unlock Orokin Moon Nods Carsigill Broken War Rewards, Blueprints are required to make war weapons that will be dropped from special assassination boss enemies that appear after
completing quests. If you sell the broken war you got, you can get additional blueprints from the special Assassination Boss enemies that appear after completing the quest. War in unlock by gaining access to Sedona through junctions, and the quest of the second dream has been completed.The last boss battle will be to fight Kuva Guardian only in your
proximity, so it's a good idea before you commit to infiltration to equip your best proximity and preferably equip your best warframe. During the battle with Kva Guardian, they are immune to Warframe attacks and the power of Warframe will be disabled in the chamber, along with players not be able to use primary and secondary weapons, or any gear. To fight
guardians, Amano must take advantage of their operator's void power to destroy them by using their transfer abilities to get them out of their warframes. Each Kuva Guardian can be killed via the following steps: Kuba Guardian must first be surprised by the void blast. If the Kva Guardian kneels to the ground with an orange glow around them, the player must
disable the dash through the Guardian and disarm their staves. Finally, when Kuba Guardian starts using the Twin Logga Pistol, players can use void beams or warframes to damage them. If you enter the battle with weak equipment, the battle is designed to be balanced to scale with your equipment and make it completely possible with any melee weapon.
Importantly, you need to use your new powers to defeat guardians, and in other segments of the battle, you need to dodge criminal attacks and attack in your proximity when they indicate openings. Upon completion of the quest, you will receive an award in Broken Scepter, Orvius Blueprint, Rifle Ribenmod and Grinair Queens Glyph. Once you complete the
quest, you will be able to get the Orbius Blueprint again from the Relay Cephalon Chipmunkis as an offer to pay 100,000 standings. When you complete a quest, reward the player with a blueprint for the Personal Quarters segment. If you select an alignment that you do not need, Warframe support cannot change or edit the user's selection and placement. If
you sell Orvius weapons you've made, after completing the quest, you can get additional Orbius blueprints from the Sepronsimalis offer in relays for 100,000 ranks. If you sell the broken scepter you got, after completing the quest, you can get additional broken scepter blueprints from Cephalon Chipmunks offer in relays for 100,000 standings.  Revenant
Prerequisite Mask: Observer or higher quill syndicate rank. Importantly, the ostron syndicate selects the mask dialogue option instead of the same as the nakak of the chiil syndicate visit Cetus. Buy a mask of what is lost from the naquek and equip it to your operator You can go straight from Cetus by going to the equipment &gt; operator via the ESC menu, in
operator mode! There are items and marked areas for you to find - listen to The Nakek's dialogue for tips!To Cons. Use the Bounty Board to select the bounty from which the Revenant Parts blueprint can be dropped. Complete the bounty until you see the blueprint. Create a blueprint and bill it from foundry. Repeat steps 2 through 4. Note: The revenant part
you build must be different from the one completed in step 4, go back to the plains of Aidron with the mask of the lost one and find the item in the marked area. After that, yet another marker appears in the minimap. Search the area, find the item, and follow Nakak's instructions. The Riven MOD rewards associated with this mini-quest have nothing to do with
previous Quest Warframe purchases. If you sell the Revenant War Frame you made, you can get additional Revenant Blueprints from Cephalon Chipmunkis offer in relays for 100,000 standings after completing the quest. Hidden Message Quests are unlocked by completing junctions from Pluto to Sedona, and quests are unlocked and available in Codex.
Unlike other popular resources, Orokin ciphers are only available from Orokinbold, which is hidden in random locations in certain Orokindeleric missions and can be unlocked with the Dragon Key. Dragon Key blueprints can be explored through the study of Orokin Labs in Dojo. Upon completion of the quest, you will be awarded with a blueprint (Mirage
Neurosis, System, Chassis) of the Mirage component. You can make Mirage after completing the quest by purchasing a blueprint for Mirage from the market. Deleting inbox messages doesn't prevent quests from progressing. If you accidentally delete a mystery from an Inbox message, Warframe Support cannot restore the deleted message, but you can



read the content of the message in this Help Center article. If you sell mirage warframes you've made, after completing the quest, you can get additional Mirage parts blueprints from Cephalon Chipmulis offers in relays for 50,000 ranks each. Halo Chain Quests are unlocked by completing the war in the quest and completing the Motto node on the Void. This
quest can be played when completed in Codex (if you complete the quest again, the Quest Reward will not be awarded again). Quests will award you with a blueprint of Hello. His part can be found from enemies damaged by The North Korean Mission Type, Grinair Fortress Spy Mission, and Boyd Fischua. Quests can only be played in solo mode, not in co-
ops. If you sell the Halo War frame you made, after completing the quest, you can get additional halo blueprints from Cephalon Chipmulis offer in relays for 100,000 ranks. If a player buys a Halo War frame from the platinum market before completing a quest for the first time, they will receive a Merry Lee Leven Mod upon completion of the quest along with
Hellothrough the inbox in the game. Backdo Prologue Quest is unlocked by completing a chain of halos. The Personal Quarter segment must be crafted and installed on the Orbiter. Matchmaking settings must be set to SOLO to access glowing orbs in Personal Quarters. Sacrifice Quests are unlocked by completing a prologue on the back road. Once
unlocked, quests can start from Codex and the movie will start when you go to your personal quarter and interact with the helmet. Making an Excaliber Umbra does not unlock the Warframe completely at first, and the Ambra will be fully available when the quest is complete. Excaliber Umbra and Skiajati cannot be sold by credit and cannot be removed from
stock. Prerequisites for unlocking this Quest Rising Tide: A complete second dream quest (Codex can indicate this step as incomplete even though the quest has been completed, but the quest will unlock as long as the other requirements listed below have been completed). Build a dry dock at the Clan Dojo. Completed dojo research for Railjack Cephalon.
Get a blueprint for Rail Jack Cephalon from clan dojo and make it out of your foundry/claim. Here's a guide to building a dry dock: each part of the rail jack requires 12 hours of construction time that can't be rushed, and with six parts to build, this quest takes at least 72 hours to complete and get the rail jack. The construction of dry docks and the first Rail Jack
Cephalon study are clan efforts, but the rest of the acquisition quests are solo-only content. Your rail jack is tied to your Zarframe account, so leaving the clan won't remove the rail jack. To customize the rayjacchi, you need access to a dojo with dry docks. Chimera Prologue Quests can be accessed from Codex when you complete a sacrifice quest. When
you complete a quest, reward the player with a blueprint for Paristis. The sand of Inaros talked with Baro Kitia and unlocked it by purchasing the blueprint sand of Inaros Quest Key when he visited Amano Relay. Make a blueprint for Quest Key in the Foundry to start a quest from Codex. To buy a blueprint for Quest Key, you need to access Phobos in the
navigation segment in Master Rank 5. The blueprint of the quest key can also be obtained by trading. Upon completion of the quest, you will receive a blueprint for Inaros and a blueprint for the Inaros component. You will also receive sacred ship decorations to put on your ship. If you sell the Inaros War frame you made, you can get a blueprint of additional
Inaros blueprints and Inaros parts from Cephalon Chipmunkis offer in relays for the following costs: Inaros Blueprint: 100,000 Standing Inaros Parts Blueprint: 50,000 Standing Inaros Quest Sand can not be played,Baro doesn't allow players to create quest keys again. Quest Key Blueprints can be traded to other players who have not yet unlocked quests.
The target you beat is counted only if you have the Sand of Inaros Quest set as your active quest, and you kill the target by yourself and in the holy ship equipped with your gear. Silver Gloves have reached Master Rank 7 and unlocked by completing The Second Dream Quest. Then you can talk to Neuroca at Amano Relay to receive quests. Players don't
need to ally with Neuroca to get quests. Quest rewards include Nightfall, Twilight and Sunrise Aposic Blueprints. Titanium Systems, Chassis, Neuropitic Blueprints Titanium Blueprints Aposic Blueprints will not be available after completing quests. If you sell Titania Warframes you made, you can get a blueprint of Titania parts with additional Titania blueprints
from Cephalon Chipmunkis offered in relays at the following cost: Titania Blueprints: 100,000 Standings Titania Parts Blueprint: 50,000 Standing The Glass To Unlock Gambit Quest, The completion of the war in the quest is required. In quest missions where 160,000 credits must be bet, players are given a 10-point winning margin, which is the difference
between the points that must be maintained between the team and the other team. Unlike previous matches, players must maintain a score within a margin of 10 points, such as when Nef Agno has 5 points, and Amano's score must not exceed 15 points. If a player wins with a score that exceeds the 10-point margin, Nef Agno will retreat and the mission will
fail. At some point, if you don't specify where navigation will go to the next quest mission, go to your inbox in the game, open the last message you received from Ergo Glast, play the send, and when the submission is finished and you're done, another submission from Lotus and ErgoGrast will play and you'll see the next quest. Complete the quest and award
you with a blueprint of Nidas. The blueprints for Nidas parts are obtained from the rotation C of Eresz and Estras infested salvage missions. If you select an alignment that you do not need, Warframe support cannot change or edit the user's selection and placement. If you sell nidas warframes you've made, you can get additional Nidas blueprints from
Cephalon Chipmulis offers in relays for 100,000 standings after completing quests. Octavia's National Anthem Quest is unlocked by talking to Cephalon Suda in the Amano Relay after completing the Second Dream Quest. Quests will award you with a blueprint of Octavia. The components of her parts are in the place listed below: Orokin Devastation Survival
Rotation C: Complete the organ's Note Match puzzle in Lua (not one of the seven principles) by mastering your musical abilities. To complete thisCreate booty crates including Octavia Blueprint Pieces! By visiting Lua again and discovering a new cache of Lua extinction missions. This quest can be played when completed in Codex (if you complete the quest
again, the Quest Reward will not be awarded again.) If you sell octavia war frames made, after completing the quest, you can get additional Octavia blueprints from Cephalon Chipmulis offers in relays for 100,000 standings. If you sell a Made Mandam chord, you can get an additional Mandachord from Cephalon Chipmulis offer in the relay for 25,000 ranks
after completing the quest. If a player purchases an Octavia War frame from the Platinum Market before completing the quest, he or she will receive a Riven Mod/Secondary upon completion of the quest along with the Octavia Blueprint via the in-game inbox. Patient Zero Quests are unlocked by completing junctions from Pluto to Ellis, quests are unlocked
and available in Codex. Complete quests and award you with The Mutarist Arad V Assassination Key Blueprint, after crafting unlock special nodes to fight the Mutarist Arad V. You can collect Mesa component blueprints when playing this node. Mesa Blueprints are sold on the market. Yordus Commandments To unlock quests, you must complete Ellis
Junction in Pluto. Upon completion of the quest, you will receive access to the Atlas Blueprint and the Ellis Giordas Golem Assassin Node (the node that collects atlas part blueprints). By playing with other users, you can access a special node before completing the quest, but you must complete the Naeglar node of Eris as a host or solo to complete the
quest. If you sell an Atlas War frame you've made, after completing the quest, you can get additional Atlas blueprints from Cephalon Chipmulis offers in relays for 100,000 ranks. Quest.
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